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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
While the role and importance ot the free association technique in both 
the detection and cure of mental disorders and abnormalities has long been 
recognized and used by many psychiatrists and psychologists in their dealings 
with patients (Landis and Bolles, 1956), the exact place and utili~ of a 
modified or controlled association test has never been completelY understood 
or accepted. Although the reasons for this hesistancy and reluctance to 
accept and use a controlled association test, especiallY as a diagnostic tool, 
are ~ and varied, undoubtedly the biggest deterents have been the general 
inability to agree upon what is precise~ meant br the term, "controlled" 
association, and the failure to produce a satisfactor,r, universal test. 
The Loyola Language Study, a modified form of the Kent-Rosanoff Assoc-
iation Test, is one attempt at developing ~~ch a standardized controlled 
association test for use as a di~gnostic tool. The rationale of this particular 
test is that normals will yield responses more in common with each other than 
the mentally ill (Snider, 1954). 
Numerous investigations have been undertaken to improve and better refine 
this test (Herr, 1957; Del Vecchio, 1957; Even, 1958; Guppy, 1959). All ot 
these studies, however, have concerned themselves with the testts use on, and 
with an adult population. The question arises, though, as to the possibilities 
ot using such a test as this with children and earlY adolescents. Betore one 
can answer this question, however, it zmlst first be demonstrated that 
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differences do exist between the free and controlled association of children 
at this level of development. 
It is the purpose of this study, then, to compare and contrast the free 
association responses of a random group of eighth-grade bqys and girls with 
those elicited by the instructions of the Loyola Language Stu~V. By this 
study we hope to determine if differences exist between the free and controlled 
associations of boys and girls to this list ot wOrdsJ if these differences 
are statistically significant; and if so, to establish norms for the Loyola 
Language Study for use with children at the eighth-grade level. 
CH.APTrn II 
}"lWIFt.t:i OF :RXUTED LlTi:liATUftE 
Although Kra.epelin and Freud were the first to use the tree u80ciation 
met.hod outside or t.he laboratorlu of'dundt and Galton (Kobs. 1914; Landis 
&: Boll.s, 1956), JUJ'lg was the tiret to .formalize its use as a teat. procedure. 
A list of 100 W01'ds chosen to :represent emot1onal complexes was t1rst used 
at the beginning ot t.he 20th century. The 1mmediate administration ot the 
second test requ1red the person to recall bie f1rat. reaction. Jung felt 
that it was pottslble to discOTV a concealed complex by means of a st1mu.l.us 
word. Personal experience with patients eonv1nced h:i.m that an inadequate or 
inappropriate reaponn was not a funct.ion ot intellectual defect. but rather 
an indica.tion at an emot1onal. d1at.urbance. He ma1ntainod that hie association 
mathad d1at1aiuisbed d1tferent eaotianal pracea .. a and not cert..dn intellect-
ual types (Jung. 1910). 
Un£ortwlatel¥, however, J~ did little more than ident1t.Y three clini-
cally obaerrable types ot abno!"llal1ties. namely, 1) an objective t.7J>e with 
undietu:rbed react.ion; 2) a so-called complex twe w1t.h !'IWV' disturbances 1n 
the expoF1ment occasioned by the constellation of a complex J and .l) a so-
called def:1n1tion ty!)e whose reaction always gives rise to an explanation ot 
the content ot the stimulus word. This latter t)'pe is chie.tl;y tound in 
stupid ptll"Sons, but can also occur in someone who 1s t171ng too hard not to 
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be taken as stupid. 
He also makes mention of a distinction between the "definition" type and 
the "predicate ft type. In the definition type, the intellectual significance 
of the stimulus word is rendered prominent, while in the predicate type, the 
emotional significance of word to the subject is the dominant theme. 
He has since done little to quantify the scoring of his test, and 
although he states that it is sometimes possible to read the most intimate 
complexes trom the results of the experiment without aqy previous knowledge 
ot the subject, he does not give ve~ clear rules as how to do this. 
In 1914, Samuel Kohs (1914) became interested in the free association 
method as a means of understanding mental processes. His major contribution 
in this area was a delineation of the multiple tactors which may, and do 
influence association such as age, sex, race, intelligence, occupation, 
beliefs, fatigue, emotion, attention, practise, etc., things not previous~ 
considered thorough~ when evaluating associative reactions. 
Kohs went on to classify complex indicators into qualitative, quantita-
tive, and p~siological reaction~. Among the thirty qualitative reactions 
mentioned by Kohe are such things as the content of the response itself, the 
manner in which it is given, perseveration, quotations, symbolism, and so on. 
The quantitative factor is the reaction time, i. e., the interval between the 
giving ot the stirmllus word and the pronouncing of the response. Physiolog-
ical reactions are aQY physiological changes which ~ be detected and 
noticed with or without the use of special measuring instru.ments. 
Kent and Rosanotf (1910) developed 100 relatively neutral words which 
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were administered to 1000 normal and 241 psychotic adults in an attempt to 
distinguish between the two groups on the basis of common, doubtful, and 
individual responses. Their method of scoring the reactions using an index 
of communality based on their own frequency tables provided an important 
step toward a more systematic interpretation of the reactions of the groups, 
at least, if not individuals. 
The lack of adequate normative data for the Kent-Rosanoff test was 
underscored by the work of vJoodrow and Lowell (1916) when they attempted to 
construct frequency tables for 100 stimulus words from 1000 Minneapolis 
school children aged 9 to 12 years. They found that the children's responses 
differed seriously from adults' with respect to frequency of various assoc-
iations in quality, form, and quantity. 
In an effort to secure more objective evidence for or against Jung's 
method of complex indicators, Hull and Lugoff (1921) studied the free assoc-
iation of 50 men and 50 women trom various middle and upper class areas ot 
Chicago, Duluth, and Madison using a slight modification of the Jung list. 
They devised a statistical formula (similar to Pearson's product moment 
coefficient of correlation) to get the coefficients of association which 
demonstrated that five of Jung'e indicators were actually and significantly 
associated with complexes. These are reaction time, repetition (the most 
Significant), assimilation, and defective reproduction. 
By means of testing some diagnostic groupings with the Kent-Rosano!f 
list, Tendler (1945) achieved correlations ranging from .80 to .95 between 
certain psychiatric classifications and adjective-noun, delayed time, 
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individual and failing reactions. Additional and more technical experiments 
of this type are needed, however. 
Rapaport, Gill and Schafer (1946) introduced a new method of examining 
thought processes with the word association tests. ~heir construet of an 
anticipation, an analytic and a synthetic phase provides a frame of reference 
for scoring and interpreting the test. Using a 60 item list of words with 
familial, home, oral, anal, aggressive and various sexual connotations, they 
classit)' reactions into one of 24 types. Jung's method of requiring the 
subject to produce the same response on the second administration is incor-
porated into their method. Depending on which of the 24 types of reaetion 
given by the subjeet, the results can be interpreted as a breakdown in either 
of the three stages mentioned above. Thus a strong ego defense will yield 
conventional responses, while a weaker ego permits repressed ideas to be 
elicited more readi~, or at least signal their presence by disturbing the 
associative process. 
Studying the frequency of common associations, DSrken (1956) used a 
subtest of the Verdun Projective Battery, the Conformity Index, on 290 
subjects ranging in age from 10 years to 79 years old. They found that there 
is a distinct rise and decline of cOllUllOn association with age but no apparent 
differences between the sexes. Through a comparison of his results with 
those of earlier investigators, DOrken noted a progressive increase in the 
percentage of common responses from 1910 through 1956. The percentage of 
agreement or communality of thought for the stimulus words used has increased 
in the past few decades. He concludes from this that the results can be 
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interpreted in terms ot psycho-eoeial. development and the increase in group 
COllllDWlications. 
The work started by Snider (195.4) and continued by Herr (1957) which is 
the basis tor this thesis, uses a modified torm or the Kent-Rosanoft assoc-
iation test. The rationale ot th1s test is said to involve the concept 
frequently reterred to &s communality ot thought. Snider, et alii, believed 
that. normals should be able to yield responses more in common with others 
t.han the mentally ill (Snider, 195.4). 
A comprehensive study was done by Stanek (1956) to determine whether 
such factors as age, sex, and education 1nt1uence re!9ponses given on the 
Loyola Language Study'. The test was administered to 400 males and 400 
females ot the Chicago metropolitan area ranging in age from nineteen to 
fit'ty-tour years and in educational levels troa sixt.h grade through college 
and beyond.. Results obtained show that age bears an inverse relationship to 
the Loyola Language Study test score, the yOWlger adult being more able to 
attain communality ot thought. The temale populat.ion attained a higher score 
than the male. Education bears. a constant relationship to test scores. The 
more educated a person is, the more likely for him to give greater number of 
c01llOOn responses. 
Ottppy (1959) recently restandardlzed the Loyola Language Study on a 
group of boo _n and women in Seattle. He tound that when the frequency of 
all responses to a stimulus word is taken into consideration in scoring, as 
is the CBse when standard scores are used. the standard scores cOnplted for 
those responses, whether given by the Chic ago or Seattle group, are essen-
tially the same. Any obtained differences in the standard scores can 
reasonably be attributed to chance variations in the stratified samples on 
which the two standardizations of the Loyola Language Study were bases. 
Using three different methods of scoring responses' communalities, 
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Herr (1957) was able to distinguish significantly between normal and schizo-
phrenic subjects. He also performed an item analysis in order to pick out 
those items which contributed most in discriminating the groups. For each 
sex, and for each of two geographical regions, 25 most discriminating items 
were identified. This shortened. test increased the overall screening 
efficiency of the test. 
The evidence of the validity of this shortened form of the test was 
sought by" three methods. 1.) An index of screening efficiency was computed 
for the total scores by subtracting the proportion of normals incorrectly 
identified from the proportion of patients correctly identified. They 
ranged from .64 to .71 for the male and female subjects. 2.) Phi coefficients 
for each of the twenty-five items were computed and converted into product-
moment coefficients, on the as~mption of continuity between normals and 
patients on communality of thought_ The median coefficients ranged from 
.45 to .68. 3.) The ratings of psychologists on 50 Boston female patients 
were correlated with the scores on the shortened test. The product-moment 
coefficient of correlation between the two was .48, which is significant 
beyond the .01 level of confidence. 
Reliability was estimated using the Spearman-Brown formula, or split-
half method and ranged from .88 to .94 with a median of .92. The test-retest 
method for the 80 item test was .49 and for the shortened form, .55. The 
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correlation between the various scoring methods ranges from .93 to .96. 
Stewart (1956) in an effort to establish the relationship between the 
Loyola Language Study score and IQ, and between the Loyola Language Study 
scores and scholastic achievement concluded that the Loyola Language Study 
cannot predict scholastic success in freshman year of college. 
Trainor (1957) in a study of free and controlled associations on the 
Loyola Language Study states that free associations did differ from controlled 
associations for many stimulus words, and the order of presentation is not 
a factor to be considered in analyzing the difference between controlled and 
free associations. 
Even (1958) compared the free and controlled responses of 200 college 
sophomore women and found that significant differences occurred 1) for the 
total test scores of the 200 women, 2) for the total test scores of each 
school, and 3) tor the separate column soores on the two sets ot tests. 
Controlled association responses showed a higher degree of communality ot 
thought. 
Despite the abundance ot literature and investigations on association 
tests of both types with adults, there is still a very definite lack ot 
" research on this area with children. wni1e some writers (Dorken, 1956; 
Woodrow and Lowell, 1916) have dealt with the associations of children on 
other tests, no ettort has been made to our knowledge, as yet, to study the 
role and use ot the Loyola Language Study with children. The present study is 
an attempt to gain further insight into the thought processes of children and 
into the possible extension ot the Loyola Language Study for use with 
children .. 
CP.APTER III 
PROCEDURE 
In order to st.wtr the dillerences between tree and controlled associations 
in early adolescents, the Loyola Lancuage Study was selected and adm1n1ste1"ed 
to pupils in the eighth grades ot two parochial and three public schools in 
middle-class Chicago neighborhoods. The schools used in this study were trom 
different areas within the city 80 as to account tor possible local neighbol"-
hood biases and idiosyncrasies. 
The test was administered to each group first as a !Joee association test. 
The following directions print.ed on each test booklet were read aloud to the 
group before the test began. "Please write clearly beside each word below the 
first other word that each printed word calls to your mind. tI 
Atter the group had completed t.he tree association test.. they were then 
given the same test, but with the tollowing set ot instructions. The directions 
were read aloud to the class befo~ beginning the test pJ"Oper. 
"When people see or hear a word, they otten think of another word. It 
you sq the word, ~, most people would think ot novel". Some .. but not the 
greatest number, might think ot Pipe, Grass, Stop, and so forth. 
"This study wants to find out what word you think the matest nuntbsr S?! 
ee2Ple would be most l1kely to think ot when they see OJ" hear each ot the 
words on the next two pages. 
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"Please write next to each of the words the one word. which you think the 
--
greatest number ot people would be most likely to think of when they see or 
hear the word in the lbt. Take as lIUch time as you need to think about the 
word. which seems to you to t go along' with each printed word. Then choose the 
2 ~ which you think the greatest numbe.r 2! people would be most likely 
to think ot when they see or hear the given word. Write the .2!!! ~ which 
you choose beside the printed word. Do not skip any word. 
"Remember, you are not asked to write down just any word that comes to 
your mind. You should write down the one word which you think the sreatest 
rmmber 2! p!2ple would be most likely' to think of." 
Copies of the test and directions can be found in Appendices I & II. 
Since the Loyola Language Stu~ was originally written for, and standard-
ized on an adult population, the directions were modified for this stuqy under 
the direction and with the help of a group of experienced grade school 
teachers. The words and grammatical constructions employed were such that it 
was felt that each child could easi.:!.y understand and tollow. 
The test proper was caretul~ supervised by the test administrator, an 
assistant, and the classroom teacher to prevent copying or cheating b.r the 
subjects. 
In scoring the test results the following criteria were observed. ~ 
booklet with more than two omissions or multiple responses, i. e., more than 
one word re~ponses to aqy stimulus on either test was rejected. Further, ~ 
test with more than two words illegible because ot spelling or handwriting 
were not used. It a word was misspelled but could be ascertained by phonetic 
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sounding of the word, such words were not considered unintelligible and were, 
therefore, used in this stud,y, except in double meaning words as pane-pain. 
For statistical handling, the final analysis was based upon 200 sabjects, 100 
boys and 100 girls. 
Each stimulus word was ta1.1ied twic:e for each subject, once tor the tree 
association response and once for the controlled association response. This 
yielded a. total nwaber of 32,000 responses. Since the size ot the population 
equalled 100, the total number ot responses tor each stimulus word was easily' 
cha.nged into percentages. To determine it differences existed between tree 
and controlled association, the s1gnilicance ot the ditference between the 
percentages tor the response words was conputed; the critical ra.tio determinedJ 
and the corresponding P tor each of t hase words found in a Probability" Table 
(Garrett, 19,8). 
CHAPl'm IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPF..ETATION 
The first hypothesis to be tested was to determine it dU'ferences 
existed between tree and controlled associations as measured by the words 
found in the Loyola Language Study. Data presented in Tables I and II show 
the highest percentages tor each stimulus obtained under the two sets of 
instructions tor the two sexes as well as the other words which also showed 
a significant difference under the varied condi tiona. 
TABLE I 
DIFFERENCES, CRITICAL P.ATIOS AND PHOBABILI'.rIES FOR BOYS ON THE LlS 
AS ELICITED UNDER FFJ!:E AND CONTROLLED AmmCIATION DIRECTIONS 
Percentages Dif'f'erence 
St1Dllus Response in c/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
soldier aJ."J9' 3Q 44 14b 3.Ob 
butte:rfly' 1naect 19 31 12b 2.70 
long short 61 39 22c 4.00 
head brain 4 16 l2b 2.66 
anger mad SO 62 12a 2.22 
(Table continued on next page). 
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TABLE I-CONTINUED 
Percentages D1t.ference 
Stimulus Response in c/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
dark night 17 29 l~ 2.4h 
dark light 48 29 19c 3.45 
dark black 8 22 14b 2.80 
red color 23 40 17b .3.33 
loud noise 16 29 13a 2.54 
eating tood 45 59 14b 2.97 
rough tough 36 25 11- 2.29 
heavy light 47 32 15b 3.00 
high low 44 26 18c 3.52 
white black 45 30 15a 2.50 
white color 11 26 15b 3.25 
king queen 58 45 13- 2.20 
deep shallow 34' 21 13a 2.54 
sleep awake 21 9 12b 2.66 
black white 48 27 21c 3.96 
table chair 51 41 10- 2.04 
quiet loud 34 11 17b 3.14 
hard sott 53 37 16b 2.90 
hard rock 4 13 9a 2.30 
blue color 14 25 lla 2.29 
(Table continued on next page). 
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TABLE I-coNTINUED 
Percentages Difterence 
Stimulus Response in c/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
sweet sour 41 27 I1b 2.69 
sweet sugar 11 22 11a 2.00 
comfort rest 4 12 8b 2.66 
soft hard >2 3b 18c 3.82 
short long 46 28 lSb 3 • .39 
short small 5 20 lsh 3.ll 
cold hot 33 22 U b 2.68 
: 
whiskey dr1nlc 21 35 14b 2.85 
yellow color 21 33 12- 2.22 
house 11ve 7 16 ~ 2.00 
sickness doctor , 15 lrJA 2.43 
stove cook 13 21 8a 2.16 
bahT child 12· 23 11a 2.39 
moon sun 33 21 12a 2.44 
dream sleep 24 37 ll- 2.60 
street car 8 18 loa 2.50 
bed sleep 44 65 21c 3.78 
child boy 18 8 10& 2.08 
(Table continued on next page). 
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TABLE I--CONTlNUED 
Percentages Difference 
St1mlllus P.esponse in c/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
woman man 58 45 13& 2.S4 
butter bread .31 43 l~ 2.22 
86ignificant at the .OS level. 
bS1gn1t:1cant at the .01 level. 
CSign1ticant at the .001 level. 
TABLE II 
DIFFERENCES. CRITICAL RATIOS AND PP.oBABItITIES FOR GIRLS ON THE u.s 
AS ELICITED UNDER FRE:E AND CONTP..oLI,ED ASSOCIATION DIRECTIONS 
Percentages Difterence 
Stimtllus Response in c/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
soldier al'lI\1 31 46 l5b 2.88 
butterfly' insect 18 32 14b 3.02 
long short 62 44 18° 3.75 
dark light 53 35 18c 3.46 
red color 18 37 l~ 3.39 
eating tood 38 58 20b 3.33 
j07 happiness 11 J2 21° 3.68 
heaYy' light 51 33 18c 3.67 
(Table continued on next page). 
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TABJ...E n--CONTINUED 
Percentages DU'.f'erence 
stimulus Response in c/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
high law 46 35 11& 2.20 
white black 4.3 29 14a 2.54 
king queen 67 5.3 14b 2.8, 
deep shallow 26 13 13b .3.02 
sleep rest 13 25 12b .3.00 
I 
sleep awake 24 9 15° .3.BJ. i 
black color 13 4 9a 2.43 
hanlner saw 10 1 9b 2.72 
thirsty drink 18 37 19° 3.65 
blue red 23 9 14b 2.91 
sweet cand1' 19 29 loa 2.31 
sweet sour 44 28 16b 3.20 
working labor l.t 16 12c i ).43 
I 
comfort rest 9 17 8a I 2.16 
short long 42 23 19° 4.01.& 
beautitul pretty 2h 39 lsb 3.12 
beaut1tul ug:Q' 29 9 20c 4.44 
yellow color 11 31 lhb 2.64 
scissors cut 65 76 n a 2.)9 
doctor nurse 46 )6 l2a 2.49 
(Table continued on next page). 
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TABLE II -CONTINUED 
Percentages Difference 
Stimulus Response in C/R 
Free Controlled Percentage 
wish hope 16 27 lIb 3 • .33 
wish dream 14 24 lOb 2.78 
river water 2.3 45 22C 2.9.3 
river lake 17 .39 22° 3.92 
! 
mountain high 22 32 loa 2.12 
stove cook 1.3 27 14b 3.17 
girl .female 1 12 lIb 3.05 
bab,. child n 26 150 3.n 
moon sun 44 .33 11a 2.61 
thief robber 2« 3S llb 2.82 
dre8ll1 sleep 2S .34 9a 2.19 
street car 12 22 10& 2 • .39 
health doctor 6. 14 80 .3.«2 
ocean water 21 38 170 3Sb 
tobacco cigarette 21 .3S 14b 3.18 
J'IlUsic song 9 19 loa 2.S0 
SSignU'ioant at the .OS level. 
bsigniticamt at the .01 level. 
°Significant at the .001 level. 
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Tables I and II, then, show that of those pairs of frequencies which were 
large enough to be tested for significance, there are significant differences 
between free and controlled associations on the Loyola Language Study at the 
eighth-grade level in 45 instances for the boys and 44 instances for the 
girls. A quick analysis of these words points up the fact, however, that 44 
percent of the words found to be significantly different for the boys and 36 
percent of those for the girls showed higher agreement on the free association 
test than on the controlled association test, and that therefore, while in 
some instances the controlled association test ~ have been a factor in 
eliciting greater communality of thought, in others it ~ have also lowered 
it. 
A further breakdown of the words in which this reversal oc curred reveals 
that 70 percent of the boys' words and 62 percent of the girls' words were, 
what are generally considered as "easy opposites," e. g., soft-hard, dark--
light, etc. Under the conditions imposed by the directions on the Loyola 
Language Study for children, then, these words showed less agreement than they 
did under freer and less restricting directions. 
The mean number of responses to each stimulus word and the standard 
deviations presented in Table III show that the number of different responses 
to each stimulus word was less for both sexes under the controlled situation 
than under the free. Percentage-wise there was a decrease of 12 percent for 
boys and of 11 percent for the girls under the different sets of instructions. 
Furthermore, the number of singletons, i. e., responses occuring only once 
to any particular stimulus word, decreased by 19 percent for the boys and b;y 
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17 percent for the girls. This would seem to indicate an overall increase in 
common responses under the controlled situation and that the children at the 
eighth-grade level are able to manifest greater communality of thought when 
directed to do so. 
TABLE III 
THE ME'JUI AND SD FOR THE STIMULUS WORm 
FOR GIRLS AND BOYS ON THE '!'VIO TESTS 
Source 
Beys Free 
Boys Controlled 
Girls Free 
Girls Controlled 
Mean 
';0 
27 
27 
24 
SD 
7.55 
7.21 
7.05 
6.77 
Along the same line, out of the 80 sti.mu.lU8 words presented only 11 
percent of them for the boys and 15 percent for the girls, had more than one 
response which showed a signific'ant difference under the varied sets of 
instructions. Table IV reveals that two or three responses accounted for the 
bulk of responses. Table IV would also seem to sUbstantiate what was said 
above, namely, the Loyola Language Study used as a controlled association 
test did trend to raise the degree of agreement for both sexes. 
TABLE IV 
PERCENT OF POPULATION GIVING THE 
HIGHEST FREQUENCY RESPONSES 
Groups 
Boys Controlled 
Girls Controlled 
Boys Free 
Girls Free 
Percentages 
First Two First Three 
Responses Responses 
48 
50 
.39 
48 
70 
80 
68 
69 
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Tables III and IV indicate that there was greater communality of thought 
among the girls than among the boys. Although the differences are not so 
large as to be statistic~ discriminating, the.y do seem to support the 
"popular" belief that women are better able to express empathy than men 
because women are better able to understand and think along the same lines as 
others. On the other hand, tho~gh, the smaller number of individual or 
singleton responses on the part of the girls may also indicate and account for 
a greater degree of stereotyped thinking and behavior in young teen-age girls 
than in boys of the same age. However, the results found in this study are 
inadequate for aqy definite conclusions along this line. 
From this study, as with similar studies on the Loyola Language Study 
(Del Vecchio, 1957; Trainor, 1957; Even, 1958), then, it has been empiricallY 
shown that there are significant differences between the free and controlled 
22 
associations of eighth graders to a number of words on the Loyola Language 
Study, and it is felt, therefore, that norms similar to those set up for 
adults should also be worked out for eighth graders. Using a method of square 
roots similar to that employed by Stanek in his study (Stanek, 1956), norms 
have been worked out for eighth graders and are listed in Appendix IV. For 
all words, except singletons, the square root of the percentage of responses 
on the controlled association test only, were computed and multiplied qy two, 
to arrive at the score., Final~ ~ obtained value of .15 or more above the 
number was given the next higher value, e, g" a score of 2.15, 4.89, etc. 
were given a value of 3 and 5 respectively and a score ot 2.59 or 8.14 were 
given a value ot 2 and 8 respectively. Appendix III contains a sample 
working out of square root scores. 
CHAPTER V 
SID.fM.A.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In order to determine the differences between free and controlled 
associations in early adolescents, the Loyola Language Study was administered 
to pupils in the eighth grade of two parochial and three public schools in 
middle-class neighborhoods of metropolitan Chicago. The results obtained 
from tallying the responses of 100 boys and 100 girls on the two tests of the 
Loyola Language Study showed that there are 45 words for the boys and 42 
words for the girls which differed at the .0, level or better. Forty-four 
percent of the words found to differ among the boys, had a higher percentage 
on the free than on the controlled association test. For the girls, 36 per-
cent were higher on the free association test. An an~sis of the words 
showing this reversal revealed that 70 percent of the boyg and 62 percent of 
the girls' responses were "easy opposites," such as dark--light, hard--soft, 
etc. The results obtained also showed an increase in the percent of common 
responses under ~controlled association set of instructions. Although 
not statistically significant, the girls tended to show a higher degree of 
communality of thought than the boys. 
While the entire list of words did not differ significantly, there is 
a sufficiently large number which did, therefore, norms were worked out in a 
manner similar to that used by Stanek (1956) in his study on the adult popu-
lation. One exception was made to Stanekts method; words occuring onlY once 
23 
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in this study were scored one instead of doubling the square root value 
obta1n~. as was done for all other words, since the size of the sample group 
was only 100 subjects of each sex. 
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SAMPLE OF HOW NORMS WERE DFlUVED 
FROM SQUARE ROOT OF FREQUENCY 
stimulus Response f Square Root x 2 Score 
black white 38 6.164 12.328 12 
scissors cut 76 8.718 17.436 17 
man woman 45 6.708 13.416 13 
thirsty water 48 6.928 13.856 14 
APPENDIX IV 
NORM3 FOR EIGHTH GRADERS 
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NORMS FOR THE LLS FOR EIGHTH GRADE BOYS 
soldier (ll) hungry (6) butterflT (1,) long (12) 
&rJI\Y 1.3 eat 9 animal 4 big , 
boy 
.3 eating .3 beautUul , distance , 
tight 4 tood 14 beaut,. .3 tar 4 
tighter 
.3 sta.r'Vation 4 bird S large 3 
G. I. 3 starve 4 bug j length 3 
man 4 starved 4 caterpillar 4 mile .3 
officer 
.3 starving 4 collection .3 road. .3 
sailor 4 thirsty .3 colorful .3 short. 12 
service .'3 colors .3 small .3 
unif'orm .3 novel' 4 stretch .3 
war 6 fJ:r 5 taU 4 
insect II wait 2 
moth 4 
pretty 6 
wings 
.3 
head (1,) anger (8) afraid (9) fruit (10) 
arm .3 tight 3 brave .3 apple 12 
body 7 furious .3 dark 4 banana .3 
brain 8 hate .3 fear 6 delicious .3 
face 7 mad 16 fright .3 eat 7 
foot 4 madness .3 frighten .3 food 5 
hair , mean .3 frightened 5 good .3 
leader .3 rage .3 scared 14 juic;y .3 
man .3 temper 4 shiver .3 orange 5 
neck 4 very .3 tree S 
round 4 vegetable 7 
shoulder .3 
skull .3 
taU .3 
toe .3 
top 4 
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NORMS FOR THE u.s FOR }<;IOHTH GRADE 0015 
dark (4) red (10) loud (ll) bath (8) eating (8) 
black 9 apple 3 blare 3 clean 7 ate 4 
color 3 blue 4 hear 3 cool .3 dinner 3 
light 10 blood 4 noise II Saturday 3 drinking .3 
night II bright .3 noiq 5 shower 3 eat .3 
color 12 quiet 4 soap 6 enjrq :3 
fire l scream .3 tub 7 tood 15 
green 5 s'hout .3 wash 9 hungry 5 
orange 3 soft 8 water 10 supper .3 
rose .3 sound 4 
white 7 voice .3 
yell .3 
joy (7) rough (11) heav,y (12) high (10) white (10) 
tun 9 angr.r :3 big 4 airplane .3 black 11 
glad 3 bumpy .3 box 3 altitude 5 blue .3 
happiness 9 coarse .3 hard .3 big .3 clean .3 
happy 11 easy .3 iron 3 building .3 clouds .3 
laugh .3 hard 6 lead 5 height .3 color 10 
sad .3 road 6 lift :; low 10 light 5 
sorrow 5 rugged , light 11 mountain 7 red .3 
aanc!paper 4 load 6 sky 4 sheet 4 
IJIlOOth 6 pounds .3 tall 7 shirt ,) 
strong 4 steel .3 up 5 snow 5 
tough 10 ton 4 
weight 8 
command (10) sour (11) king (7) deep (12) sleep (9) 
ar11V 5 bitter 7 England .3 dark .3 awake 6 
boss 3 cream 7 head .3 depth 3 bed 10 
commander 3 cut 3 leader .3 down 7 drean\ 6 
do , tood .3 queen 13 tar 3 nap 4 
general 3 lemon 6 royalty 3 hole 5 night 4 
obey 5 mad .3 ruler 9 low .3 rest 6 
officer 5 milk 8 throne 4 ocean 6 snore 3 
order 12 rotten .3 sea 5 tired 6 
s;ergeant 3 spoiled .3 shallow 9 well .3 
tell 5 sweet 9 water 8 
taste .3 well 3 
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NORMS FOR THE IJ.S FOR EIGIfl'H GRADE BOYS 
black (7) hammer (8) table (7) thirsty (.5) quiet (1.5) 
blue .) hard .) chair 13 drink 10 cemetar,y 4 
board .) head .) cloth .5 dl7 7 hospital .5 
coal J hit .5 eat 7 hot :3 library :3 
color 8 nail 1.5 food 6 soda. J loud 8 
dark 10 pound It furniture .5 water 14 noise .5 
night 6 saw .) noiseless .5 
white 10 tool 6 leg .) noisy .5 
work .3 wood It peace J 
."", peaceful 4 
room J 
silence J 
sleep J 
sott .5 
still 4 
talk .) 
hard (ll) blue (9) sweet (9) stomach (11) working (14) 
cement .) black J bitter 4 ache 10 doing .) 
difficult .) color 10 candy 9 belly .) hard 10 
hammer .) green It fiower J body 6 job 6 
iron J red .5 good 4 chest J labor 6 
rock 7 shirt .) honey J eat .5 laboring J 
rough 3 sky 9 JlWJic .) tood 10 1az7 J 
sott 12 water 6 nice .5 hungry .) loafing .3 
steel It white 5 sour 10 insides .3 men .3 
strong J yellow :3 sugar 9 intestines .3 money .) 
tough 
.3 t.llIUq J occupation 3 
wood .) upset. .) playing 4 
resting .3 
tired .3 
work 5 
31 
Nmn,lS F'OR THE I,TS FOR 2IGIITH GRADE BOYS 
comfort (13) 80ft (11) short (12) beautiful (13) 
bed 5 bed 7 distance h butterfly .3 
chair 5 chair .3 little 5 color .3 
comfortable .3 com1'ort .3 long 10 flowers .3 
ease 5 comfortable .3 man .3 girl 6 
easy .3 feathers .3 nap .3 house .3 
home 5 nutty .3 person .3 lovely 
" lie .3 hard 11 rope .3 nice 4 lUXUry 4 light .3 skirt .3 picture .3 
relax h nice 4 s...:u 9 pretty' 9 
rest 7 pillow 8 story ,) scenery .3 
sleep 6 resttul .3 stubby .3 sky .3 
soft 5 tall 4 ugly 8 
uncomfortable .3 wonderful 4 
cold (11) whiskey (9) yellow (16) window (10) 
dark .3 alcohol 5 banana 5 broken .3 
d'\Y 4 beer 6 blue 5 clear .3 
. {.:free:~e ';, 4 bum .3 bright .3 door 5 ,,;,~ <J~;: 4 drink 12 butter 3 glass 13 9 drunk 8 butterfly .3 look .3 
ice 6 liquor 7 canary 
" 
open .3 
snow .3 sour l color 11 openiDg 3 
warm 6 strong .3 coward .3 pane 8 
water 6 wine :3 fairy .3 shade :3 
weather .3 nower .3 sill 4 
winter 7 green 
" hair 3 light 
" orange 3 
red .3 
sun 4 
,38 
NORMS FOR THE LLS FOR EIGHTH GRADE BOIS 
scissors (8) toot (12) doctor (17) wish OJ) house (13) 
cloth .3 ankle .3 cure ,3 ask ,3 barn l 
cut 16 body .3 dentist .3 bone .3 big 4 
cutters 
.3 teet 7 doe .3 dream 8 building 4 
cutting 4 hand 4 health .3 tor .3 comfort .3 
knite S head 4 help 5 granted .3 door .3 
paper 4 heel .3 helper .3 hard .3 garage .3 
sharp 6 inches .3 hospital .3 hope 10 home 12 
tool .3 legs 4 man .3 prq .3 live 8 
shoe 9 medicine 6 think 4 lot. .3 
sore 4 M. D. .3 true 4 new 3 
toes 7 nurse 10 want 7 people 3 
walk 7 ottice .3 .... 11 4 shelter , 
pain .3 wished .3 wite 3 
patient .3 
pb;ys1cian 5 
sick 6 
sicleness 4 
justice (10) river (11) sickness (13) mountain (10) stove (11) 
court 6 bank .3 bad 3 big .3 cook 9 
done .3 boat 4 cancer .3 climb 4 cooking 4 
injustice 
.3 bridge .3 disease 4 high 10 tire II judge 4 deep .3 doctor 8 hill 10 tood .3 
law 10 tuh 3 hrver .3 peak 3 turnace J 
un .3 lake 1 he.a.lth 8 rocks .3 heat , 
peace 10 .Mississippi .3 heal.tlv' 4 snow 5 hot 7 
police 1& ocean 4 ill 9 stream .3 oven 4 
right .3 streall 6 illness 5 tall J pipe 4 
tnlth J swimming 3" sick J valley .3 range .3 
water 12 sorrow .3 wam 4 
weak .3 
well .3 
)9 
NORMS FOR THE LIS FOR EIGHTH GRADE BalS 
girl (9) salt (1» man (l2) cheese (16) baby (14) 
beaut1tul .3 bitter 4 big 4 bread 4 boy S 
bOT lS navor .3 boy 6 butter .3 child 9 
chUd .3 food S gentleman .3 cow .3 crib .3 
dress 4 pepper 12 girl .3 creaa .3 err 6 
temale 6 salt.y' .3 handsome .3 eat S cu1;e S 
triend ) seasoning 4 lactY' .3 food 8 girl .3 
nice 
.3 sour ) male 7 good J kid .l 
pretty 
.3 spice l men .3 green .3 Want S 
WOIWl 4 sugar S person .3 hole 5 little 4 
table l strong .3 mUk S IIOther l 
taste .3 woman 13 moon .3 sitter l 
tasty .3 work l mouse 8 small. 7 
thirsty .3 sandwich .3 tinT J 
water 6 stink l young .3 
white .3 sw1as 4 
yellow .3 
JIIOOn(13) spider (10) bread (ll) whistle (20) carpet (7) 
big 
.3 animal .3 butter 11 blew ) covering .3 
bright .3 ant .3 dough 4 blow 8 floor 8 
cheese ) black ) eat S boy .3 n .... J 
tull .3 bite .3 flour .3 call .3 rua 15 
light 6 bug S food 8 dog .3 soft S 
night 6 crawl .3 fresh .3 girl .3 tacks .3 
planet 6 tl7 .3 loaf .3 hom .3 walk .3 
round .3 insect 9 sandwich .3 instrument .3 
shine .3 legs 4 water .3 loud S 
~dq 4 web 12 wheat S JIlUSic .3 
star S white .3 noise 8 
SUD 9 sharp .3 
yellow l sbrUl .3 
sing 4 
sound :3 
song .3 
stop .3 
tune 4 
train 4 
yell .3 
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NORMS FOR THE LIS FOR EIGHTH GRADE BOYS 
needle (7) band (9) thief (9) dream (10) trouble (12) 
eye 
.3 arm 1 bad .3 bed .3 bad 9 
hqatack J body .3 bandit .3 cloud. .3 cope .1 
pin 6 tinger 12 burglar S nightmare S danger 3 
a. a tiat .3 crook 8 sleep 12 tight 4 
sewing 
.3 tlesh .3 jill .3 sleeping .3 jaU .3 
sharp 6 toot 6 police .3 think S m.1schiel .3 
thread 14 hold .3 rob 4 thought S police S 
large .3 robber 11 true .3 run .3 
shake II ateal a vision .3 scared .3 
wish 6 sorrow .3 
worry :3 
wrong .3 
religion (1) street (13) health (16) ooean (12) bed (9) 
beliet 3 avenue 6 bad .3 Atlantic .3 couch .3 
Cat~~e. 7 block .3 bodT .3 boat II 110" .3 
c~urel\ ~, ; 11 car 8 doctor 6 deep 6 mattress .3 
COJlUrlUlliSDl 3 comer 4 good a lake 4 rest .3 
taith 7 house .3 happinesa .3 large .3 sleep 16 
God. 9 main :3 happy' .3 Pacific J sota 3 
good .3 nuber J healthy ~ riTer J sof't 5 
paT8JM11t .3 hygiene l salty .3 apread .3 
ride 1 ill 4 aea 9 warm .3 
road 8 O.K. 
.3 vast .3 
sidewalk .3 sick 6 water 11 
wood .3 sickness 6 waTes J 
walk .3 strong 5 
wealth J 
wel.tare 3 
well 
.3 
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NORMS FOR THE US FOR EIGHTH GRADE BOIS 
child (16) tobacco (8) woman (8) cabbage (10) citizen (14) 
adult 
.3 chew .3 beauty .3 cook :3 America .3 babe 
.3 cigar 6 '. dresa Yt~ ,\I corn-beet .3 American 5 baby 9 cigarette ll('1'e~ 5 ea.t 5 communiV It boy S leal .3 girl 6 tood 8 D.P. 
.3 
children 
.3 pipe 5 housewife .3 garden h good. .3 
cry 
.3 smoke 11 lady 6 greeD It man It 
hood. 
.3 smoking .3 man 14 head S mayor .3 
kid 7 weed .3 mat.her .3 leat .3 member .3 lad ) lettuce 7 neighbor .3 little 5 vegetable 10 people 1 
man 
.3 person 10 play 3 vote 
.3 
school 
.3 U.S. 3 
small 7 U.S.A. ) 
toy 
.3 
young 4 
eart.h (12) lion (9) butter (14) music (16) 
big 4 animal. 10 bread 13 art .3 
dirt 6 .. ~.!g ) cheese .3 band h 
ground 7 cat 
" 
cow 
.3 beautif'ul .3 
land ,) fierce h cream 3 instrument Is 
Mar. 3 k1ng .3 tat 4 loud 3 
moon 5 roar .3 tlT h noise h plant 5 tiger 12 tood S note 6 
planet 8 vicious :3 good .3 piano h 
round 6 zoo 
.3 knite h play 3 
soU ; melt 
.3 sing h 
sun :3 Dlilk 4 singing 3 
world 5 soft 4 sott .3 
tasty 
.3 song 7 
yellow 
.3 sound h 
neet 6 
tune 
.3 
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NOmt3 FOR THE LIS FOR EIGHTH GRADE GIRLS 
soldier (10) hungry (7) butterfly (12) long (12) head (IS) 
army 1.3 eat 9 animal ,3 big 3 tear ) 
battle .) tood 14 beautUul S distance 3 body 8 
tight .) tull .) birds .3 c:t1nant 3 brain 6 
tighting 
.3 people .) bug 4 tar 4 eyes .3 
gun .) starve :3 caterpillar 6 large 3 tace 1 
man 4 starYed S color 3 length 4 toot 6 
sailor .) starving .3 fiower 4 road. :3 hair 6 
semce 3 fly S rope .3 neck .3 
unitorm :3 iuect 11 short 13 person 4 
war 9 moth ; storr :3 round :3 
pretty 4 tall ; shoulders :3 
wings 4 wait 3 skull 3 
thinlc 4 
toe 3 
top 4 
anger (7) afraid (9) truit (8) dark (S) red (10) 
tear :3 dark 4 apple 1.3 afraid :3 apple :3 
tight :3 tear 6 banana 4 black 8 blood :3 
happiness .3 frighten 4 delicious " light 12 blue 6 
IW1 IS tr1gbtenecl S eat 4 night 12 bright S 
madness 4 scare .3 tood 7 room ) color 12 
Man 4 scared 14 orange 6 tire 4 
teq>er 6 trouble :3 tree 4 flag ) 
unafraid :3 vegetable 7 green 4 
war ) hair .3 
white 6 
loud (11) bath (10) eating (7) joy (9) rough (11) 
boisterous .3 bathe ) ate ;; Cbr1atmas ;; boy 4 
brl.aht .3 bathing ;; digesting .3 tun 6 bWIpy 4 
no1le 9 clean 10 d1rming ) ,lad .3 eaq :3 
noiS)" 9 cool 4 drinking S gladne.s 4 tight .3 
quiet 4 shower 4 enjoy .3 happiness 11 bard S 
shout 4 soap 6 tood 15 happy 11 man .3 
sott 10 tub 6 hungrr 6 laugh ;; .. an 5 
sound .3 wash 6 laughter .3 road 4 
talk 4 washing .3 sorrow 5 smooth 5 
tre_ndous 
.3 water 8 tough 11 
voice 
.3 work .3 
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NOR~ FOR THE LIS FOR EICHITH GRADE GIRLS 
heavy' (11) high (9) white (10) command (10) sour (9) 
big 4 airplane .3 black 11 demand 4 bitter 7 
tat 4 big .3 blue 4 do 5 cream 6 
hard 5 bullding 6 clean 5 duty :; tood :; 
huge 
.3 long :; color 8 general .3 lemon 6 
large 4 low 12 dark :3 obey 5 m.Uk 8 
light 11 Imlntain 6 ghost :; otticer 4 old :; 
load 5 sky' 4 light 5 order 1) spolled 4 
package :; tall 7 pale ) soldier 3 sweet 9 
strong .3 up 5 paper 4 tell 5 taste :3 
weight 5 people 3 wish 3 
weighty 3 
king (7) deep (15) sleep (11) black (7) hammer (4) 
count1'7 ) below 3 awake 6 blue 3 head .3 
emperor .3 dark 3 bed 9 cat .3 nail 16 
England .3 depth .3 dream 5 color 7 pound 4 
majesty :; down 5 night 4 dark 9 tool 7 
queen 14 tar .3 rest 10 hair .3 
rich 3 high 4 slumber 4 night 6 
ruler 8 hole 6 sound 3 white 12 
long .3 soundly 4 
1011 6 tired 5 
ocean 6 wake .3 
river 5 well :; 
aea ) 
shallow 7 
water 8 
well 3. 
table (9) thirsty (4) quiet (14) hard (15) blue (11) 
bench :; drink 12 hospital 4 difticult l black 1& 
chair 16 dry 4 loud 8 easy .3 color 10 
cloth .3 hungry 3 night .3 noor .3 dress .3 
desk .3 water 14 noile 4 heavy 3 nag .3 
eat 3 noiseless .3 rock 5 pink .3 
food 4 noisy 6 rough 4 red 6 
furniture 3 peace 4 .oft 13 ." ) leg .3 peaceful 4 solid 4 sky 10 
plate .3 person .3 steel ) water 4 
rest 3 stone ) white .3 
silence 4 tough 3 yellow 3 
silent 4 unbreakable ) 
soih st 
, :m WO~ i 
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NOR'f.1S FOR THE LIS FOR m:mrrH GRADE GIRIS 
sweet (6) .tomach (11) working (12) soft (13) comfort (16) 
bitter 3 ache 7 bard 9 bed 4 bed 6 
candJI 11 bel17 .3 hours 3 chair 4 chair 5 
good 4 bodl' 9 job 7 comfort 4 ease S 
lovel,y 3 digest 3 loafing 3 comfortable 3 hapP7 .3 
nice 4 eat 6 labor 8 cushion 3 help 3 
.our 10 eating .3 laboring .3 nufty .3 home 4 
sugar 7 food 9 men 3 bard II lazy 3 
taste S huIlgry 4 JIOney 4 kitten .3 lei.ure 3 
intestine .3 pay .3 light .3 peace .3 
tWIJIV .3 playing 6 loud .3 pleasure .3 
upset .3 slaving .3 nice 3 relax 4 
tired .3 pUlow 8 relaxed .3 
lmoOth 5 reat 8 
Ileep 3 
soft 4 
UDComtortable .3 
short (12) beautiful (12) cold (12) whiskey (9) ;yellow (14) 
child 
.3 beauty 3 chilly' .3 alcohol .3 blue 3 
dress .3 cut. .3 cool 3 beer 7 bright .3 
girl 3 flower .3 dq 4 drink 11 butter .3 
little S girll S treeze 3 drinking 3 canary .3 
long 9 gorgeous 3 freezing 5 drunk 7 color 11 
Jddget .3 la.d7 .3 hot II liquor 8 dres. 3 
person .3 lovely 5 ice 7 lOur 3 nower 4 
small 8 pretty' 12 snow 3 tavern 3 green 5 
sto17 4 ak;y .3 warm 6 wine S hair S 
stout 3 ugl¥ 6 water 3 wine S hair 5 
stubby 
.3 woman 3 Weather 4 peneU .3 
tall 8 wonderful 3 winter 7 rose l 
sun S 
Thursdq 3 
4$ 
NO~ FOP THE LIS FOP. EIGHTH GRADE GIPlB 
window (1,3) scis~o" (7) toot (1,3) doctor (14) wish (1,3) 
air 4 closed ,3 ankle J cures J uk J 
broken J cloth J ~ 4 dentist J bone J 
door 6 cut 17 teet 6 help J desire .3 
glass 11 knite J hand .3 hospital J dream 10 
house l paper l h4tad 4 illness 4 granted l 
light l sharp 4 llUrt 4 lawyer .3 hard .3 
look 4 tool .3 inch J man 4 hope 10 
open 4 leg 6 medicine S luck .3 
pane l ruler .3 nurse 12 at.ar .3 
scenery 
.3 shoe 9 operation .3 thought .) 
••• l sore .3 pbJ'8ician 4 thinking .3 shade 4 toe 8 lick S true 4 
sill .3 walk 7 .icknes. S want 6 
surgeon .) 
house (9) justice (6) river (10) sickness ($) mountain (8) 
building ; court 6 bank J disease S climb 6 
ho_ l) cn- .3 deep l doctor 9 Everest J 
live 6 judge 5 tuh .3 health 10 high 11 
own ) law 9 lake e ill 10 hill 10 
people ) peace 10 MissiSSippi J Ulness 6 rock .3 
1"OOms .3 right 16 ocean J snov .) 
shelter 4 sea .3 top .3 
white .) .tream. 6 vall.,. ) 
w1.te 
.3 sw:lJa ) 
water 1) 
stove (10) girl (6) salt (6) man (8) cheese (15) 
cook 10 boy 15 food 4 adult ) bread 4 
cooking J child .3 pepper 15 boT 6 but.ter 4 
tire 5 dress .3 seasoning 6 hand.so_ S cake .3 
gas .3 lemale 6 spice :3 lad1' 4 cow 4 
heat 7 prettY' ; sugar 5 male 5 cracker 6 
hot. 9 woman 4 tasty .3 person :3 cream 4 
oven 5 strong :3 eat 6 
pipe 
.3 woman 15 tood 6 
range ) milk ; 
sink , aouse 9 
sandwich 5 
sour ) 
strong .3 
taste ) 
,-ellow .3 
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NOHl'1S Fon THE LW F'on EIGHTH GI{lillE GIRlS 
baby (17) moon (11) spider (8) bread (8) wtJ.stlo (14) 
adult .3 bright 4 black J but1ier 15 blow 9 
born 4 earth 3 bug 8 dough .3 call .3 
bottle J 11gb1i 5 crawl J eat 4 horn J 
boy S love .3 f'J¥ .3 food 7 hum ;) 
child 10 night 6 insect 9 rye ;) loud 4 
Cr:! 6 romance J legs S 8andwich J noiS8 9 
cute 3 shines ;) ugly 4 water .3 police .3 
girl 
.3 sk;y 4 web 11 white J shrill S 
lnf'ant S star 8 sing S 
little 4 sun 11 sound 3 
mother .3 yellow 3 s1iop 4 
person .3 toy .3 
play 
.3 tune 4 
8.11 S wind .3 
tiny 4 
tot ;) 
toy l 
carpet (6) needle (4) hand (10) thief' (13) dream (8) 
noor 8 pin .3 arm 9 bad 4 daze .3 
house J sew 9 body 4 burglar $ nightmare S 
rug 15 sharp .3 tinger 11 crook J sleep 11 
sott ) thread 16 too1i 6 honest .3 th1nk 4 
spot 
.3 glove J money .3 thought .3 
walk 4 hold 4 rob 4 true .3 
naU J robber 12 wish 9 
touch 
.3 robber.r .3 wonderful J 
work S steal 9 
wrist 
.3 stealer J 
stealing 
.3 
stolen 
.3 
take 
.3 
1.1 
Nom~ FOR THE J.JS FM EIGHTH GRAnE GIRJS 
trouble (lh) religion (9) street (13) health (16) ocean (a) 
. . 
atra1d .3 beUet h avenue ... bad ) blue S 
bad 9 Catholic 6 block .3 body' 3 deep h 
court ) CbristJ.an J car 9 cheertlal ) lake 5 
delinquent) church 10 city 5 clean .3 riYel" 3 
fear 3 faith 8 COnler .3 condition 3 sea 10 
fight h God 9 C1"088 :; doctor 7 ship 3 
hard l Lut.heran 3 house 4 good 4 water 12 
hardah1p ) race 4 light :3 happiness S waves h 
help :; worship 4 live ,) Ul .3 
Dliach1et 5 D'tUIIber .3 joy :3 
no 1 road 9 physician .3 
peace .3 sidewalk 5 sick 7 
pleasure 4 walk h sickness 7 
strength .3 
walth 3 
well h 
bed (1) child (14) tobacco (6) W01IaD (9) cabbage (9) 
covers h adult S chaw .3 beautiful .3 com-beet 3 
mattress l baby 10 cigar 4 ch11d. ) eat S })eOI)le 
.3 boy .3 oigarette 12 female 6 food 6 
rest 4 chil.dren .3 leat .3 girl 5 garden .3 
sick .3 girl .3 pipe a l.ad:T 6 green 6 
sleep 16 Want. 4 smoke 11 man 14 head S 
10ft. 5 k1d 5 mother ) 1et.t.u.ce 8 
little 6 n1ce 1 salad 5 
IIOther 4 person ) veptable 10 
plq 5 
person J 
aall 6 
toy 3 
younc 4 
clt.! .. (n) earth (11) lion (10) butter (11) .. i.e (1.6) 
Am8!'ica 4 ball .3 animal 10 bread 15 an .) 
American 6 dirt 5 beast 5 cha.se 4 band. :3 
country .3 ground 5 cage .3 cream :3 beaut1.tu.l 4 
foreigner .. heaven .3 cat J f11' .3 daDee 1& 
tree ;) land 5 ferocious ) food. S 1natrwuent. h 
good 5 JI()OD 4 fierce 6 good ) listen .) 
member 3 planet 4 ld.ng .3 knite .3 notes S 
people 6 round 6 roar ) m1lk 3 piano 6 
(Table continued on next pap). 
cith en (11) earth (U) 
person 10 soil 
U.S. 6 sphere 
voter S world 
CONTDl1W.Jl 
lion (10) 
, tiger 
.3 zoo 
:3 
butter (11) 
10 spread 
S sweet. 
yellow 
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l?1USic (16) 
.3 radio ) 
.3 sing 5 
4 singing .3 
sort. 1& 
song ? 
sound 4 
sweet , 
violin .3 
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